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boss br-8 manual pdf
Stay up to date with Roland news, artists, promotions, events, and more. Provides an overview of key
features, functions and operational tips. The BOSS Worldwide Social Network keeps you connected
to the latest products, exciting events, and much more. Stay up to date with Roland news, artists,
promotions, events, and more. Provides an overview of key features, functions and operational tips.
The BOSS Worldwide Social Network keeps you connected to the latest products, exciting events,
and much more. In no event shall Roland Corporation be liable to endusers for any damages
whatsoever, including but not limited to financial damages for any loss of profits or information
arising from the use of, or inability to use this updater. The foregoing provision is effective even if
Roland Corporation has been advised of the possibility of such damages. Please read carefully the
terms of this License Agreement before installing or using the SOFTWARE. By installing, copying, or
starting the use of the SOFTWARE, you hereby consent to the terms of this License Agreement.Use
of the SOFTWARE shall include loading the SOFTWARE into temporary memory i.e., RAM or
installing the SOFTWARE into storage media i.e., hard disk of the computer on which you will use
the SOFTWARE.Therefore, you must treat the SOFTWARE like any other copyrighted material i.e., a
book or a CD. All rights that are not provided for herein are reserved by Roland.But you may
permanently transfer the SOFTWARE and accompanying printed materials provided you retain no
copies of the Software and recipient agrees to the terms of this License Agreement. If the
SOFTWARE has been updated or upgraded, any transfer of the SOFTWARE must include the most
recent update and all prior versions.You shall not use the remaining forms of media on another
computer.Please read the instructions completely, and please note that you should use the
SOFTWARE AT YOUR OWN RISK.https://fsgt75.com/album/country-leisure-spa-manual.xml
boss br 8 manual pdf, boss br-8 manual pdf, boss br-8 manual download, boss br-8
manual download.
In no event shall Roland be liable to endusers for any damages whatsoever, including but not limited
to financial damages for any loss of profits or information arising from the use of, or inability to use
this product. The foregoing provision is effective even if Roland has been advised of the possibility of
such damages. Even if the SOFTWARE has any material, verifiable, and reproducible program
errors, Roland shall have no liability to modify such errors.Upon such termination, you shall
immediately stop using the SOFTWARE.All rights reserved. Follow this Product Overview The Boss
BR8 Digital Recorder is a somewhat obsolete 8track portable recording tool that uses Zip disks to
store recordings. It has two 24bit analog input jacks and the ability to generate 64 virtual tracks
using COSM modeling technology. Gallery Product Specs Brand Boss Model BR8 Digital Recorder
Finish Black Year 2000s Categories Recording Gear Similar Products From the Price Guide Sell
Yours Please check the fields highlighted in red.Currency. I just got one of these and bought a usb
zipdrive to get. The point is this solution really works I am so happy Yeahhhh I get this message with
disks Ive initialized in the past as well as new disks. Any solutions Probably. It shows you the hardest
thing about the repair how to take the covers off to get to the keys. The video is not as detailed as
the instructions I used before but pretty. The link for the USA is Support Roland Roland Support
Service Repair Service Center Locator Roland Company Contact. Replaced power supply, still no
power. There should be a fuse on the power supply board inside the unit. If it is not that then it is
most I recently went to play some of these songs, and NONE of the discs work. I am always asked if I
want to initialize the disc. Any ideas I recently went to play some of these songs, and NONE of the
discs work. Any ideas I even. The demo disk also works

fine.http://www.sablage2000.ca/fcke_files/country-pellet-stoves-manual.xml
A PDF version of the manual is available for download from the Roland website.The following text
describing the unit is copied from the Roland websiteThe BOSS BR8 is a 24 bit 8track digital
recording workstation for guitar players and other musicians seeking a simple, highpowered
alternative to tapebased personal studios. Its acclaimed VStudio technology—including Virtual
Tracks, COSM effects processing and true nondestructive operation—is enhanced with unique
features for guitarists including a Rhythm Guide, Phrase Trainer, and a builtin chromatic tuner.
8track digital recording studio with 64 Virtual Tracks Zip100 drive for recording to convenient. The
power cable is included The BOSS BR8 is a 24 bit 8track digital.Highpowered alternative to
tapebased personal studios. Inexpensive 100MB Zip disks, Simplified user interface with graphic
LCD making digital recording very easy, 3 stereo effects processors including COSM Guitar and
Bass Amp models. Including 2 microphone inputs, Optical digital output for connecting to digital
devices such as DAT or MD, The power cable is included The BOSS BR8 is a 24 bit 8track
digital.Highpowered alternative to tapebased personal studios. Including 2 microphone inputs,
Optical digital output for connecting to digital devices such as DAT or MD, View a free sample clip
for the DVD by clicking below. Learning. more how to use your new RolandBoss MicroBR has never
been easier thanks to the official Roland DVD Owners Manual. Meet the ultimate palmtop guitar
companion and recording studio. Only slightly larger than an iPod. The tinyyetpowerful MICRO BR is
a dream for musicians on the go. The MICRO BR offers four simultaneous playback tracksplus 32
VTracks MP3 compatibility, onboard multieffects, builtin rhythm patterns, a tuner, USB, an SD Card
slot, and more. No guitar case or gig bag should be without one. Take your MicroBR skills to the
next level and pick up the official Roland DVD Tutorial today.
Running Time 70 minutes Availability InStock. Format NTSC RegionFree All our DVDs are
RegionFree NTSC format which can be played on virtually any DVD player on the planet. We ship
everyday to Europe. Asia, South America, Canada, Australia and Africa. Host David Wills was been
teaching Musicians and Studio Owners for over 25 years. Whitney Houston. Phil Collins. Diana Ross
and Chicago. David brings real world experience and an easy going o Quite simply, the BOSS BR8
redefines the personal recording studio. Introducing the BOSS BR8 Recording Studio All the right
connections Recording with the BR8 is as simple as plugging in and pressing the Record button. No
matter what the sourceguitar. Microphone or other instrument the BR8 has all the right connections.
A world of effects The BR8s internal effects processor is capable of producing a variety of effects for
virtually any applicationeverything from highquality reverb. Delay, chorus and flanging to COSM
guitar and bass amp models. With a single button press, the BR8 lets you select the effects thats
best for a variety of instruments. Tune up in seconds Guitar and bass players will appreciate the
BR8s builtin chromatic tuner. The LCD display pro Quite simply, the BOSS BR8 redefines the
personal recording studio. The LCD display pro NOW HEAR this, unit is nonfunctional and is sold
ASIS, some of the lights work and the LED screen fires.Check my feedback and bid with confidence,
and as always, NO RESERVE! The power cable is included The BOSS BR8 is a 24 bit 8track digital
recording workstation for guitar players and other musicians seeking a simple. Highpowered
alternative to tapebased personal studios. Inexpensive 100MB Zip disks, Simplified user interface
with graphic LCD making digital recording very easy, 3 stereo effects processors including COSM
Guitar and Bass Amp models.
Including 2 microphone inputs, Optical digital output for connecting to digital devices such as DAT
or MD, Theres also a 20GB hard drive and an available internal. And with killer BOSS effects and a
separate Rhythm Track with sampled drum sounds. Theres nothing you cant do. This includes a new
stereo Master Track which can be used for easier mixdowns and bouncing. Since each of these
primary tracks contains eight Virtual Tracks. There are a total of 80 recording tracks available. And
with a 20GB internal hard drive, youll have plenty of recording time, whether you choose one of the

BR1180CDs spacesaving recording mode Never has so much power been available in such a small
package.. more With features like 64 Virtual Tracks. Any place Affordable and Portable The BR864 is
not only BOSS smallest 8track recorder. But its also our most affordable. With 64 Virtual Tracks,
theres plenty of room to track multiple overdubs, vocals and instruments. A 128MB CompactFlash
card comes standard, giving you over an NOW HEAR this, unit is nonfunctional and is sold ASIS,
some of the lights work and the LED screen fires up, but this unit is sold as is for parts or if you are
tech enough to get it fixed,Includes new nonoriginal power supply. Check my feedback and bid with
confidence, and as always, NO RESERVE! Digital output GT inside. Thanks to the BR1200CDs
logical arrangement of buttons, knobs, and faders, and its inviting iconbased user interface.
Recording, mixing, and CD burning is simple. To record, simply connect an instrument or
microphoneXLR i Its been taken care of over the years and is in excellent working condition. I just
tested it today before listing this and to reformat all the of the included ZIP disks. The only problem
is that its missing one knob in the tempo control. But that doesnt effect the usage of it. NOTE I found
the knob and put it back on but I didnt take new pictures It still works perfectly fine. And the knob is
easily replaceable.
Other than that, it works great and is very easy to use.The reason Im selling is because Ive put
music on the back burner to focus on my painting, and I dont want this going to waste when one of
you out there could use it. This auction includes the following Boss BR8 Digital Studio Recorder
Original Manual Original Patch List Original Power Supply Original Boss Demo ZIP Disk Midi Cable
Optical Cable Digital Reference Dynamic Microphone and Cablecompare to the Shure SM58LC 6
Count Zip Disk Holderx2 55 ZIP Disksnewly formatted today and ready to use. Due to my work
schedule. I am only able to get to the Post Office on Tuesdays. Therefore, your package will go out
on the Tuesday following your confirmed payment. I dont ship internationally due to issues in the
past. Sorry. Payment can be made via Paypal. All payments are due within 5 days after the auction
ends. Some exceptions can be made if you need a day or two longer. However, eBay automatically
sends out a warning after 5 days on its own. Thanks for looking and good luck! Celebrated history as
the world’s premier compacteffects manufacturer, but now the BOSS brand has become synonymous
with portable digital recording as well. The latest arrival in the BOSS recording line, the BR600, is
the most physically streamlined, featurerich eighttrack studio on the market. Portable and ultra
slim! 8 simultaneous playback tracks. 64 VTracks CompactFlash memory card slot for recording
media; 128MB card included. Powerful guitar and effects processor. Including vocal FX and pitch
corrector Builtin drum machine with velocitysensitive. But there’s more than meets the eye. Each of
the eight tracks also contains eight VTracksvirtual tracks which gives musicians quick access to 64
tracks of recorded material. They can record dozens of takes, and choose their favorites for
mixdown. BOSS FX Tracks can be manipulated with the powerful effects built into the BR600.
Derived from BOSS highend recorders.
These quality algorithms can give even the dullest tracks maximum impact— mistakes can be fixed,
mixes can be mastered. Pitch correction is provided as well. Drum Machine Onboard The BR600 has
a highquality drum machine built in. Or beats can be programmed from the velocitysensitive
pads.This unit is in working condition and in very good shape overall. This listing includes Power
adapter for the Boss BR8 Boss B R8 unit Zip Drive Recording device Power adapter for the Zip Drive
unit Cable to connect Zip Drive unit to computer Some iomega Zip disks The BOSS BR8 is a 24 bit
8track digital recording workstation for guitar players and other musicians seeking a simple.
Inexpensive. more 100MB Zip disks Simplified user interface with graphic LCD making digital
recording very easy 3 stereo effects processors including COSM Guitar and Bass Amp models.
Including 2 microphone inputs Optical digital output for connecting to digital devices such as DAT or
MD THANK YOU FOR LOOKING. The BR8 offers amazing internal effects processing with
Composite Object Sound ModelingCOSM along with dozens of features musicians. Quite simply, the
BOSS BR8 redefines the personal recording studio. The LCD display The aim with the BR600 is

portability. Boss other recording studios are much larger and not as is easy to pick up and bring to a
gig as the BR600. The device is about half the size of a laptop computer. It has current draw of
200mA so it wont last long on its 6 AA sized batteries. The BR600 has 8 tracks where each track
consists of 8 virtual tracks. This means that the user can record a total of 64 tracks before mixdown.
The recorder has a number of built in COSM modelled effectschorus. Delay, reverb, Eq and
amplifiers so it is possible to record without having separate amplifiers. There is also an on board
drum machine with 300 drum patterns divided. The BR600 uses compact flash for storage and it
comes with a 128MB card which lasts for approximately 65 minutes of recording time.
Additional compact flash cards of up to 1GB in size can be used to extend recording time further.
This entails a physical cleaning in addition to tightening knobs. All pictures in this listing are of the
actual item. NO generic or stock pictures are used. Customer satisfaction is paramount to us. Please
check our Ebay shop for mo Highpowered alternative to tapebased personal studios. Inexpensive
100MB Zip disksBR8 Only uses 100MB zips Simplified user interface with graphic LCD making
digital recording very easy 3 stereo effects processors including COSM Guitar and Bass Amp
models.Including 2 microphone inputs Optical digital output for connecting to digital devices such as
DAT or MDI, The Boss BR8 is perfect for anyone who just wants something simple and easy to use. I
used this unit for working out parts for my background vocals. Writing songs, finding melody parts,
and. For working out lyrics. Etc. Im selling my husbands BR8. We have 2 of them. This unit has
about 20 hours on it. I tested this unit and it is in good working order. There are 2 small baby dents,
see photo and the manual is torn up at the upper left side. Padded carrying case If you would like a
detailed description of all the features that this unit can do. Please email me.thank you for your
consideration. If you have any other questions. Please do not hesitate to ask thanks. The BOSS BR8
is a 24 bit 8track digital recording workstation for guitar players and other musicians seeking a
simple. Highpowered alternative to tapebased personal studios.Inexpensive 100MB Zip disks,
Simplified user interface with graphic LCD making digital recording very easy, 3 stereo effects
processors including COSM Guitar and Bass Amp models. Including 2 microphone inputs, Optical
digital output for connecting to digital devices such as DAT or MD, Highpowered alternative to
tapebased personal studios.
Inexpensive 100MB Zip disks Simplified user interface with graphic LCD making digital recording
very easy 3 stereo effects processors including COSM Guitar and Bass Amp models. Including 2
microphone inputs Optical digital output for connecting to digital devices such as DAT or MD,
Features eight simultaneous playback tracks and two simultaneous recording tracks. Offers a lineup
of quality effects that are worthy of the Boss name. Standards like reverb, EQ, chorus, and delay are
included plus additional proquality effects like vocal pitch correction, harmony generator, bass
simulation, pedal wah, COSMpowered guitar amp and compressor models, and mastering tools.
Songwriters will love the builtin rhythm programmer. Packed with 294 expressive patterns.
Customize your own beats using the handy Tone Load function. Connects to a computer via. Chorus,
delay, reverb, EQ, and other Bossquality effects Programmable drum generator with 294 patterns.
Owners manual. Power cord, and flash drive included. Some of the pictures show the unit powered
up. Where this was purchased. PayPal only. Ship to United States only. Missing one of the knobs as
you can see pictured. However the real issue with this unit is the power button on the back doesnt
appear to be working correctly, I cant get the unit to turn on with a test power supply that meets the
9V 2A requiernment, and the button doesnt seem to pres anything or lock into place at all. Im hoping
someone with some experience with these things knows how to fix it. Unfortunately I cant test
anything else on the unit without power. For this reason, this unit is being sold AS IS. It will come as
pictured Payment Info We accept and prefer payment via PayPal. For customers that reside in
California. Applicable sales tax will be applied to your order during checkout. Please contact us if
you have a resellers license. If payment is. more not made 4 days from the time of purchase an
unpaid item reminder will be sent.

We can always work with you. But please contact us if you cannot pay within 4 days. Shipping Most
of our auctions end Sunday 6PM PDT. If payment is made before Monday Noon PDT, it will normally
go out that Monday. We ship within 3 Business Days after receiving cleared payment. If you select a
P.O. Box with UPS you will be defaulted to a USPS service of equal or lesser cost. Return Policy We
only accept returns if the item is received not as described. We will always take care of you in this
case. Please contact us immediately. For items we sell brand new. We will accept a return within 7
days if the item remains in new condition. Questions Contact us! We do our absolute best to describe
our items accurately so you know what youre getting before you purchase. If you do have questions
though. Dont hesitate to let us know.Comes with power supply and 8 brand new zip disks.No matter
where you are in your home studio or on the road.Builtin CDburner and Mastering Tool Kit 8
simultaneous playback tracks. 2 simultaneous recording tracks with 8 Vtracks64 VTracks total 2
XLR inputs with phantom power. Chorus, delay, reverb, EQ, and other great BOSSquality effects
Programmable drum generator with 294 patterns. The BR900CD takes three big steps forward by
increasi My items are accurately described to the best of my ability. All items are sent with Fedex in
Canada and USA. Overseas buyers will receive their items via Canada Post. I will give you a tracking
number over the eBay message system after the item is given to the courier.Overseas buyers will
receive their items via Canada Post. In most cases items are given to courier 13 business days after
full payment has been received. Unless there are special circumstancessuch as waiting for combined
shipment, public holiday, etc Thank you for your interest in this sale! Has a rhythm guide with
different preset beats to play along to for keeping time. Or more if i find moreD.
will include a power supply that is not original to this unit but works for it.Missing one knob cover
on the top left cornerdoes not affect function in any way Please ask any questions. Happy bidding!
RcmdId ViewItemDescV4,RlogId p4%60bo7%60jtb9%3Feog4d72f%2Bf7%60%3E141b6fe5ed30xff It
missing a few buttons. Sold as is for parts or repair. Sold as is. No returns or refunds sorry Posted
with Highpowered alternative to tapebased personal studios.It is a 64 VTrack 8x8 which means it
does 8 tracks. It has some built in effects for guitar and bass not sure on everything about this item.
It has the original power supply and it powers on and functions. I do not have any hard disks to go
with it. 3 Knobs are missing. But they still seem to work fine. It is good shape with minor wear like a
few scuffs and scratches nothing major or very noticable. I am not an expert on pro audio equipment
so if you have a question please feel free to ask. I Shipping Cost We offer FREE shipping within the
U.S. on the majority of our items. For exceptions to that and international delivery please use the
shipping calculator above for an exact quote. Packaging All orders are carefully and.Shipping Time
We ship TuesdaySaturday from 8am to 2pm eastern. Orders are generally processed and shipped
within 72 hours of receiving cleared payment. Delivery Time Priority Mail generally takes 25 days.
First Class Mail 27 days. Media Mail 321 days. UPS Ground 310 days after the package has been
shipped. International delivery generally runs 721 days. However. There may be additional delays
due to customs clearance. I have personally seen them take up to 57 days. International
International buyers are responsible for any taxes. Customs or brokerage fees in addition to the
shipping cost. Generally the additional charges are collected when the package is delivered. As
required by law. All customs paperwork will be filled out with the correct purchase amount.
Please do not ask for it to be reduced or marked as a gift. Payment PaypalMC. Visa, Discover, AMEX
and eCheck Terms Buyer is responsible to submit payment for the winning bid plus any applicable
shipping charges And 4 100MB discs. Comes with power supply and printed manual.I will only ship
to lower 48 states. Works great.missing a few knibs but everything works.sometimes you have to
push a little hard or slightly wiggle the enter button but hallways works. Loaded with effects and all
the tools you need to easily produce music. If the price of a Mini LP CD seems too good to be true,
then it may well be a counterfeit. You get what you pay for.this is only the beginning of this
fraudulent activity because of the inherit rarity of the Mini LP CDslimited production of 2.000 to
5,000 per title You and the artist gets ripped. PBN Roland BOSS BR900CD Digital Recording Studio

with FS5U BOSS Footswitch. Manual and Power Supply.Its road tough. Fun to use, and it performs
far beyond its weight class. This reliable allinone digital recorder stands out with its professional
effects, realistic drumpattern generator, vocalcorrection and Mastering Tool Kit, digital output, and
internal CD burner. No matter where you are— in your home studio or on the road— all youll need is
a BR900CD, and you can write, record, edit, mix, master, and burn a complete polished CD
anywhere, anytime. Purchased the CD Recorder about a year ago and burned some tracks and now
do not have the time. Includes Original Manual. Let me know if there are any questions.This ensures
your collectibles arrive in the condition stated in our descriptions.Working Boss BR8 digital
recorder. Has a few scratches to the face and control deck. Also included is a new in box Essential
tool kit which includes a DP2 Footswitch, RH25 Headphones, JamTracks zipdisk, track sheets, and
an instructional video. You are bidding on the actual item in the photos. We strive to describe the
item as if you were there. Thanks for looking!
If you have any questions. Just send me an email. Thanks again and take care. NOTE ON SHIPPING
Shipping is quoted for the contiguous 48 states. All others and international bidders pay actual. Just
email me for a quote. Buy it Now items will be shipped within 3 business days of completed
payment.Duties, import taxes, and related charges are solely your responsibility to pay. We have no
ability to estimate those cost so please contact your local post office prior to bidding to understand
your financial responsibilities upon arrival. The number code in parenthesis at the end of the title is
an internal company inventory code. Please do not hesitate to contact us with any questions or
comments. Prompt. Friendly, and accurate service is our focus. On Mar0914 at 013255 PST. Seller
added the following information RcmdId ViewItemDescV4,RlogId
p4%60bo7%60jtb9%3Fvo%7B%3Dd70f%2Bf54%3E144a65a593b0x116 Unfortunately we do not
have the power supply adapter for this unit. It requires 9v 2000 milliamps. We tried this unit with a
9v 1700ma and it powered on and seemed to function fine. We ran through the record. Play and a
few of the features. It may function but we have no way to fully test it at all. It may be in working
condition but we are selling it AS IS! No returns. Please feel free to search the internet and check
out website for great deals. Music Go Round Woodbury. MN Everything works great and is in
excellent condition. Please note the minor scuffs as shown in the photo. You get the BR864 with the
original box. CF card protector, 32MB SanDisk CompactFlash card, 128MB CompactFlash cardnot
pictured, but included Boss Power Supply and Owners Manual. Product Specs It has 4 of the small
dial knobs missing. Otherwise excellent condition.It does not power on. Looks tampered with.
Powered by SixBits eCommerce Solution Includes power adaptor and 1GB memory card. RcmdId
ViewItemDescV4,RlogId p4%60bo7%60jtb9%3Fvo%7B2d71f%2B4g7%3E14734d070330x104 Boss
BR8 Digital Recording Studio.
Super versatile Digital 8 Track Recorder. With 100’s different instrument and vocal effects to make
your recording sound like it was recorded in a professional studio. Delay. Flange, Phase Shifter,
Delay, Wah Wah, etc. Instead of buying pedals. This unit has all the effects built right into the
machine. Records to Zip Disks and then you can convert your music to a wave file and go from there.
But I never use it any more. LCD cover has a small crack beneath display as seen in picture. But
LCD is fine and can be read clearly. Tested, all works well. No box or owners manualavailable at
rolandus.com for download Digital Recording Studio The BOSS BR8 is a 24 bit 8track digital
recording workstation for guitar players and other musicians seeking a simple. Including 2
microphone inputs, Optical digital output for connecting to digital devices such as DAT. Etc. Check
out my! di,RcmdId ViewItemDescV4,RlogId
p4%60bo7%60jtb9%3Fuk%601d72f%2Bishhov%3C%3Edi1477fee026c0x105 A stereo Master Track
and 80 Virtual Tracks for recording. Theres also a 20GB hard drive and an available internal CDRW
drive to burn your music to CDBR1180CD model And with killer BOSS effects and a separate
Rhythm Track with sampled drum sounds, theres nothing you cant do. Selfcontained 10track digital
recording studio with stereo Master Track and 80 Virtual Tracks 20GB hard drive for massive song

and project storage Builtin CDRW driveBR1180CD Or optional upgradeuserinstallable.Highpowered
alternative to tapebased personal studios. Inexpensive 100MB Zip disks Simplified user interface
with graphic.The BR1200CD can turn your ideas into radioquality songs with power and ease.Digital
output GT inside. Thanks to the BR1200CDs logical arrangement of buttons, knobs, and faders, and
its inviting iconba Pulled from working enviroment. Tested and still works great. Includes manual,
power source, JamTracks disc, amd Roland pedal switch DP2. Perfect for on the go moblie recording
or simple in house productions.
Any specific questions. Please ask! Everything included with this item is pictured. If youre in need of
an item like this dont hesitate and BID NOW.Number of Tracks 648 tracks x 8 VTracks 8 tracks
max.Input terminated with 1 k . INPUT SENS CENTER, IHFA, typ. Display 69.0 x 25.0 mmBacklit
LCD Connectors MIDI OUT.Purchase includes item as shown without power supply. Item does have
some damage and is missing the front drive. We are not accepting returns on this purchase. Please
email us if you have any questions. Thanks for looking! Please make sure that PayPal has your
correct shipping address on file. As for your protection we ship to your PayPal address and cannot
change your address once your order is placed. Items being delivered in the state of NC are subject
to 7.5% sales tax. We utilize a foam packaging system on all delicate or easily damaged products.
Foam packagingfoam in place is the best package design and foam packaging method for shipment
damage.You will receive an email with tracking information. We ship via FedEx Ground on packages
above 10 pounds. MasterCard, Discover and Amex. All items with local pickup will require payment
via credit card or cash. Please make sure that PayPal has your correct shipping address on file.
Items being picked up or delivered in the state of NC are subject to 7.5% sales tax. We accept
returns within 7 days of receipt of the item under the following conditions The product must be in its
original condition. Including the exact same items with correct serial numbers that were shipped to
you. We use security marks and serial number records to identify our product and eliminate
fraudulent returns, All listings marked.Easytouse portable multitrack recorders. We only ship to the
address provided in your PayPal transaction. Winning bidder must make contact within 24 hours of
auction close. Payment must be received within 2 days of auction close. Check out my other items!

